Get Yo' App On

Apps to electrify your classroom!
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THE APPS WE WILL BE USING

Apps are an excellent way to engage your students. They spark creativity, inspire ideas, and add fun to any lesson! Learning becomes powerful and contagious! A 21st Century Classroom can quickly be transformed from one centered on the consumption of content to one that is learner-driven, passion-inspired and rich in content creation. Take your class to the next level and allow your students to reach higher heights, soaring above and beyond!

GET YO' APP ON: APPS TO ELECTRIFY YOUR CLASSROOM
Click all the apps you have not used before:

- Nearpod
- Padlet
- PicCollage
- Apple Clips
- Canva
NEARPOD

Make any presentation interactive by adding attention grabbing activities to your already created PPT's or slides and engage your students in dynamic learning experiences.

CLIPS

Easily create and share fun videos with text, voice, effects, animated captions, stickers, music and more then export to camera roll.

PIC COLLAGE

Using simple drag & drop freestyle with text, doodles, backgrounds, & stickers then save to camera roll!

CANVA

Design like a pro

amazing posters & infographics using templates or start from scratch then save to your camera roll.
DIVING INTO A WORLD NOT OFTEN EXPLORED CAN BE UNCOMFORTABLE BUT IMAGINE THE DEPTH OF LEARNING POSSIBLE!
https://www.360cities.net/embed_iframe/diving-new-caledonia-amedee-island?r=nearpod&fullscreen=true
THE GYAO CHALLENGE

RULES:

Teams must be made of 3-4 members. You have until 10:45am to complete the challenges. Some parts of the challenges can be done individually or in partners. As a team, decide how to delegate tasks within the challenges in order to finish on time.
JOIN A TEAM

#1 Create a team of 3-4 members, come up with a team name and post responses on the next slide.

#2 Complete the next few challenges with your team using the designated apps.

#3 Post the products for each challenge in the designated area of our padlet board so we can watch your progress.
Draw It
Get Yo App On
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FIND OUR PADLET WALL

#1 Take a screenshot of the previous slide with your team names.

#2 Go to the padlet wall: www.padlet.com/odtl/getyoappon

#3 Post the screenshot in the column under your team's name on the padlet wall.
TEAM PIC COLLAGE

1. Take a team pic or selfie
2. Design or search for a team mascot or logo
3. Combine these using Pic Collage and add your team name

Post this pic to the padlet wall
MAKE A CLIPS VIDEO

Use the Clips App to make a video that introduces the members of your team and describes what a 21st century learning environment looks like. Make sure to include the following:

#1 A short clip by each team member introducing yourselves, your role and district.

#2 One picture that illustrates what a 21st century classroom looks like with a short explanation using voice or text for why that pic was chosen.

#3 Entire project should include at least 1 Filter, 1 Stamp, 1 Text feature, 1 Voiceover and Music

Post this video to the padlet wall
MAKE A CANVA POSTER

Use the Canva App to make an **infographic** on 3 things you could do to better integrate technology.

Add any pictures, graphics, text or even examples that help send your message.

Download the poster as an image to send to camera roll.

Post this poster to the padlet wall
AND THE WINNER IS
Draw It
Think-Pair-Share

- How do you integrate technology in class?

- What did you learn today or what ideas were sparked by using these apps?

- What activity can you incorporate next week in class or on your campus to encourage creativity and content creation by your students and/or teachers?
PROJECT IDEAS FOR CONTENT INTEGRATION

MATH
Use Nearpod draw it feature to annotate and explain math work

ELA
Use Padlet to collect poetry responses or short videos reciting poetry

SCIENCE
Use Clips to record processes for creating scientific models or labs

HISTORY
Use Nearpod and Canva to analyze primary sources
In reflecting about this session, please select ALL that apply to you:

- I learned how to use at least one new app
- I learned new ways for students to engage in collaboration
- I learned new ideas for integrating technology in my lessons
- I found that apps can make learning more exciting
- I may need more help with tech integration or at least to practice more
- Most of what we did today I already knew and practice in class
THANKS!
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